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Outline
• Describe the estuary & embayment 

commercial fisheries in WA
• Discuss drivers for adjustment and 

reallocation
• Describe the objects of adjustment schemes 

& how have been undertaken
• Examine success of schemes in reallocation
• Discuss lessons learnt





The Players
• Estuary & embayment commercial fisheries 

(≈200 people directly involved)
– Small boats using gillnets, handlines & traps
– Small boats with beach seines

• Recreational fishing (> 0.5 million people)
– Angling from shore
– Angling from small boats

• Indigenous & non-extractive users not part of 
this policy initiative
– Considered in other policy initiatives & 

conference papers



The Western Australian
Context

“nature was somewhat niggardly when she 
endowed our fisheries..”

“…these could possibly, without proper 
management, in the long run become 
depleted”

“It is essential therefore that we take very 
good care of what we have.”

Fraser 1953



Causes of Conflict

• Limited fish resources

• Environmental pressures

• Demographic pressures

• Exploitation pressures

• Perception issues



Demographic Pressures

• 80% of WA’s 1.9 million people live within 
30km of the coast

• 82% of WA’s population live in Perth 
metropolitan area or the south west

• 70,000 registered power boats 
– 3.6% of population
– ~10% of households

• Weather and proximity mean coasts and 
estuaries have major lifestyle importance





Exploitation Pressures

• Relatively static or declining commercial 
catch
– Input controls – limited entry, gear etc
– Ageing workforce
– Declining terms of trade (fish price/costs etc)

• Climbing recreational pressure
– Population (1.6 million +)
– Participation rates (31% population; ≈ 5 days per 

year on average)



Perception Issues
• Declining quality of fishing experience

– Size/number of fish (“its not like it used to be in 
my youth”)

– “Due to commercial fishers”

• Competition for space
– “Those commercials are in

my favourite spot”

• Relative value of catches
– “My recreational catch is

worth more than those commercials”



Fisheries Adjustment Schemes

• Authorised by an Act of Parliament
– Passed in 1987

• All Schemes to date have been voluntary

• Offer & acceptance process

• Negotiated through the Minister for Fisheries

• Minister takes guidance from a Committee of 
Advice



Industry Adjustment Phase – The 
General Scheme 1987-1999

• Instigated by the commercial sector
– 50:50 industry/Government funded

• Objects
– Increase economic viability of commercial fishery
– Removal of latent effort
– Reduce competition for fish stocks for the “benefit of 

all user groups, both commercial and recreational, 
of the marine resource”



Outcomes of General Scheme
• Number of fishing boat licences (FBL) in 1987 

was about 1550
– (1 authorisation may have >1 FBL) 

• Number of fishing authorisations removed
– Inshore & other: 69
– Estuary & embayment:  118

• 41% reduction in estuary fishing authorisations

• 10% reduction in WA fishing boat licences



Reallocation Phase 1997 - 2005
• Instigated and funded by Government only

• Objects
– Accelerate reduction of authorisations in key WA 

fisheries (mostly estuary & embayment)
– Focus on fisheries with

• High level of conflict; or
• High development pressure; or
• Best perceived return for recreational fishers 

(catch tonnage; icon species etc)



Outcomes of Reallocation 
Schemes

• Removed a further 98 authorisations in 
estuaries and embayments

• Greatest impact on south west estuarine 
fisheries
– One with complete removal
– Two with 1 & 2 fishers left respectively
– Only 39 authorisations remaining in all estuaries



Outcomes of Reallocation 
Schemes

• Impact on embayment fisheries
more problematic
– Success where totally

removed access to
specified beaches

– Still conflict where just
reduction in numbers of
fishers



Experience of Schemes as 
Reallocation Tools

• Highly successful in removing latent effort

• Impetus developed towards complete 
removal of commercial fisheries in key 
estuaries & embayments; leading to

• Steeply climbing costs to remove licences 
over time



Success of Schemes as 
Reallocation Tools

• Significant reduction in commercial fish take, 
especially in estuaries
– Tracked through licences and catch & effort 

returns

• For most estuaries little opportunity for 
remaining fishers to mobilize latent effort 
(gear/time factors; age etc)







Success of Schemes as 
Reallocation Tools

• Inferred reallocation of catch to recreational 
fishing sector
– But little objective evidence
– Failure to institute specific “before and after”

catch statistics for target fisheries
– Due to cost of data collection
– Also inherent

variability/error



What are the lessons to be learnt 
for reallocation between sectors 

using adjustment schemes?



Lessons
• Start early – little steps become strides

• Factor in escalating costs to remove the 
most competent & dependent commercial 
fishers

• Be prepared to lose data from commercial 
sector



Lessons
• Set up data collection to track any possible 

gains to recreational sector

• Be prepared for the increased cost of data 
collection from the recreational sector

• Factor in the desired management end point 
early for both commercial and recreational 
sectors



The keys to success
• Persistence
• Patience 
• Foresight
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